6	GROWING DISCONTENT
administration wherein the people did not understand
the rulers, nor the rulers the people. There arose thus
among the Egyptians a universal desire to escape
from the bondage of a Power which imposed such
burdens upon them, and the air was filled with loose
talk of national aspirations, wherein Great Britain
figured as a tyrant, desirous of crushing the spirit of
Egyptians.
But it is hardly possible, within the limits of a single
paragraph, to indicate the administrative and political
action which transformed slowly into feelings of sullen
discontent the mild and not unfriendly former ac-
quiescence of Egyptians in the control of their
country by Great Britain. To appreciate the causes
of the evolution requires some knowledge of the his-
tory of Egypt during the years immediately preceding
the War, and, since the troubled relations which
have existed between England and Egypt from the
winter of 1918-19 in part are inherited from the dis-
trust born of the years of peace, it is desirable that
a brief account of the policy of the Occupation be
given at this point,
British control had bestowed upon the country,
bankrupt within the memory of man, such prosperity
and comfort that Englishmen well might be forgiven,
did they believe that Egyptians were as well satisfied
with the state of affairs as themselves. Many of the
British officials engaged in the Egyptian Civil Service
during the first decade of this century had no serious
doubt upon the point. Yet the failure of the Occupy-
ing Power to associate Egyptians with the responsible
government of their own country, and, alternately,
British reluctance to state a day when the control
would be withdrawn fully, was creating suspicion
and resentment in the country. Great Britain had
declared repeatedly her intention to retire from
Egypt when the country was fitted to direct her own

